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                         APPEN DIX

        Generag Conception of the Circle Diagrams for

           EPectric Power Transmission Circuit with

               a Sending and a Receiving End.

                              By

                         Koji OGUSHI

      g 1. The fundamentai circles for circie'diagram method.

   In a general transmission eircuit, various eleetric characteristies

can be graphically expressed on the co-ordinate plan,e of watt and
wattless power at its sending or reeeiving end by using the funda-
mental eircles, intersecting eachotheratrectangeles. Suchcharaeteris-
tics ean as well be derived from the general cireuit eonstants A B CD.

   The co-ordinates to express a. c. complex quantities at the receiv-

ing and the sending end are 3 kinds as,
   (1) Watt and wattless power, ew==P+p`Q, M V A, with its own ter-

        minal voltage keeping constant.
   (2) Admiteance, Y=g+o'b, mho with its own terminal voltage de-
        pending on the other one side or both sides eonstant terminal

        vol'tages.

   (3) Impedaece, Z=T+o'x= },ohm,

   For the lst }<ind of eo-ordinate, the various units may be easily

exchanged for each other as shown in equations,

       Y=-(g+fo)mho=(P+o'Q)÷E]'(KV), .

       (p+o'q)p.u.=(P+3'Q)÷BaseMVA, and
       (LZ"= I,. + ,I,)KV. ::= (P +jQ) ÷ Er(K V.)

For the 2nd kind o£ co-ordinate, the cirele diagrams including voltage

teyms take completely different £orm from the lst kind, for examples
as power and loss although those not ineluding them are the same as
the lst kind as transmission eMcieney.

   The 3rd kind of co-ordinate is the inversion of the lst and 2nd
kind of co-ordinates.
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   The values to be shown in eirele diagrams are the magnitude of
the terminal voltages, the phase angle difference of both the terminal
voltages, so called power angle, apparent eurrents, power factors, appay-

ent admittances, apparent impedanees, resistances, conduetanees,
reaetanees, susceptances, watt' power, wattless power of each terminal

and the values expressing the ratio er dfferenee of the above values
as the transmission efieiency, transmission loss ete. Moreover it is
known that a quantity to satisfy the eondition to be on the 'two eircle

loei at a same time, wiil be expressed by a stright }ine, called loss
line, output line or efficiency seale,

   It is remarkable that the above mentioned many cire]es can be
derived from ehe fo}lowing fundamenta] circles. Let V'Pi=:P.)+o'Q] and

WL= P2+o'Q2 be the co-ordinate planes at the sending and the receivig

end, eonnected through a general transmission cireuit with its cireuit

constants, ABeLZ]) asshown in fig. 1. It is assumed that in PPi-plane

the sending power and the }eading wattless power are positive in the
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Fig. 1. Transformation of Wh-plane

      on Wl-plane.

PK=plane the receiving power and Iagging wattless power are positive,

taking'their own voltages as reference phase. If the terininal vo]tage･

Ei be kept constant, every point on mp5-plane are transfigured on Yg'ii-

plane, changing the rectangula-r eo-ordinate axis of ' eq-plane into two

at reetangle interseeting cireles as follows,
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       C(,i- SB.k, +. D.,A.k Ei}

                   ･ ---------t-------------------- (1)
       Rpi == -A-.-]B- ,l A.,B Etr

      ''qi - S--.B-//------ Il7//･-ip- Ei-･

                                    .."..""....,..H'--'-'E''' (2)
       Rqi=:: AB,lA,B E?

    As shown in fig. 1, the righe half side of the vertical axis of W.-

plane, i,e. every value o£ the reeeiving power comes in the inside of
the q, eircle, and the upper half of the horiz･on.tal axis i.e. every
lagging reactive power comes in the inside of the (Y,i circle. The origin

and the infinite point of eq-axis are changed into the following inter-

seeting points of the two cireles.

       Ct, = S EZ," ---･-･-･---･--･･-･-････t･･-･-･-･,.,-.....(3)

             .D       CI,, = .B E'7 ･････-･--･･-･･J･-･･--･-･-----･".w.".".-.,.(4)

    Now, every electrical charaeteristie of the reeeiving end, 2 can

be read off directly on Pewl-plane as desired without using VYI,-plane.

The above reetangle intersecting circles are avai]able instead of the

reeta'ngular co-ordinate of Yag-plane. They may be ealled the £unda-
mental eircles of eircle diagrams. They can be treated as a cirele co-

ordinate axis. These fundamental circles are very important for
practieal purposes, beeause every transmission characteristic is derived

from them. Further another explanation will be attempted,
    The C., circle is the loeus on su-plane with E, volt, when the

reeeiving load is pure reactance or has zero povver factor. The e,i

circle is that when the load is pure resistanee o£ 1 power factor, It
is called Heyland cirele diagram for the induetion motor.
    In the same way as above, Pop-plane can be tTa･nsfigurel on mp5-

plane, keeping its voltage E, contstant, into the two rectangle inter-

secting circles as shown in fig. 2 and equations (5) (6) (7) (8)

       qp2 -- ;i{lk, +. AD?} E,7.

                                    ･･-･--･･--------･･-･･ (5)
       Rp2 = IbB, l D,-B E;S
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   In the eag-plane, sending powers, Pi and leading wattless powers,
Qi are shown in the outsides of (]b] and q2 eireles respectively.

   From the proeeeding descriptions, it is eoncluded that the eo-
ordinate axis for expressing the complex quantities at a terminal in

a general transmission ]ine can be tyansfigured on another co-ordinate

plane, changing its axis into two fundamental circles of the eircle
diagram method.

           SZ. Derivation of electrical quantities from
                    the fundamental circles.

 I. A co.ordinate plane with its own vo;tage taken as reference phase and kept constant-

    (1) Watt and wattless power.

   These values are easily gotten from the mean distance to the
fundamental cireles definect by equation (9) and fig. 3., taking (+)

sign for the outside o£ eireles,
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     p = P(pu±2R,)
            2Rp
                    ･- (9)
     Q =q (q±2R,)
            2Rq

   These equations are also

applieable for the rectanger
co-ordinate, taking .R= oo. At

the centers, p and q are equal

toR.andR,respeetively. One
gets P= iii" or Q= jllq, These

values are the maximum pos-
sibletransmissionwattpower Fig,3･Circleeo-ordinateCpandCgcireles
orwattlesspower,whenthe intersectingatrectangle.
transmission voltage is defined. It can be said therefore that the
centers of the fundamental circles are the max. watt power point and

the max. wattless power point respectively.

   (2) Absolute values and phase angle differenee of the sending
        and receiving vol'tages. Power eire}e diagram.

   This weil-known power eircle diagram of transmission circuit has
its eenter at the interseeting point of the fundamental circles, (]L] ==

S---E? or (]L.7=:--"B4zELr, and has its radius as R== LEBL-ZIL ,.

   Therefore, the absolute value of the other terminal voltage ean
be easily read off from the radius, For zero or other terminal voltage,

the radius beeomes zero and the eenter shows the short eireuit point.

The sendlng power circle diagram which has its center at qi is shown
in fig. 4,

   The phase angle difference between the two terminal voltages, so

called power angle ¢iL) is obtained from the ang]e between the radius
through the given working point on the power circle and the zero
phase angle radius. This zero phase angle radius makes angle (-1800

-¢B) in VYI-plane and angle -¢B in swZ-p]ane to horizontal axis, where

¢B is the angle of the trans£er impedanee B. The power angle ¢n must
be read clockwise on WI-plane and countercrockwise in Pag-plane in

most cases.

    Dividing by Etl or ex', one obtains the admittanee unit co-ordinate,
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hich the radius of the eircle diagrams ehange into L! E'- or ! e'.
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(2)a Relation between equivalent rr ]ine and power eirele diagram.
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 Fig. 4. RelationbetweenEquivalentn
       line and poweT eirele diagram.

In the cases, o£ short transmission line,

with ng-plane using admittance unit.

   (3) Manitude and phase angle of another terminal current.
        Apparent current circle and power factor ci]rcle.

   On a cirele with its eenter at an intersecting point of the funda-

mental cireles, q, == (] Er- or q,== -- CY .sc/ and its radius R.. IgEi

                   A Zb                                                           A

   ov ZDE?-- ,the magnitude o£ the other terminal current is conr

stant. Therefoz'e the eirele with its ceneer at the open eircuit point

of the other terminal is used £or apparent current cirele diagram.
   A circle through the intersecting points ()L, Ci of the fundamental

circles has a definite power factor, of whieh the angle is direetly

measured at the q or q point.
    The fundamental circles belong to the above circies, having zero

power factor (q) and 1 power faetor (Ck).

    Here is eonsidered a modified

power cirele diagram taking the
receiving power at negative side
and the leading power at positive
side in Yel.-plane in the same way

as in W,-plane so as to be able to

use a single circle as shown in fig.

4, Then, this circle diagram may

more elearly express not only the

relation between the dyiving im-

         rk or D,transferim-pedances
         BB
        1
           and power angles ¢t2,pedance
     .B
but also the impedance of the
equivalent rr-line Yl, ]4, Z of a

general transmission line, as IYI::=

-Z) rm1 z=B x..rmA-.-1

   X=Y.,=iO and wr-plane agress
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   (4) The conductance g, the susceptance o'b, the resistance r, and the

        reactance o'x of the other terminal. The circ}es as their loci.

    On every circle through the short cireuit point q and having
their centers on connecting line oE the short eircuit point and the max.

watt point C7b C., the terminal conductances g are constant, while on
the circles intersecting at a right angle to the above eircles, i. e. the

circles having their centers on the connecting Iine of the short circuit

point and the max. wattless point, q q, the values of terminal suscep-

tance o'b, are constant.

    In the same manner, the constant terminal resistance, r circles
and the constant terminal reactanee, o'x circles are obtained by taking
the open cireuit point, CL instead of the short eireuit point, (]L in the

    As an example to illustrate the above circles, let the eonduetance

eircle (()lii R,i) be taken, having a constant conductanee g.. at the re-

ceiving end on eq-plane in fig. 5. The value o£ gs can be graphically
                                                       E,obtained as follows. By drawing a circle with its radius as                                                           and
                                                       BI
its center at qi, get the inter$ecting points with R,i and R,i circle,

M and N. Draw two normal lines MND and NP to the qi((,t line.
Then, the length q, -D shows the conductance or the real part of short

circuit admittance D and the length DF shows the required con-
                  B
ductance, g,., on the eonstant conductance circle in the inside as well

as the outside of the fundamental circle R.i.

               j,Q
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   (5) Apparent admittance and apparen.t impedance.

   The apparent admittance of the terminal, IYI == Vg2+b2 and its
inyerse values, the values of apparent impedance Izi= il; =iVrL'+xy

                          are constant on the cireles, which inter-

                          sect at righe angles with the circle,
                          having its diameter q CL and have their

                          centers on the qq line. Apparent
                          admittance eircles and apparent impe-
                          danee circles are same things. As an

                          example o£ this method', the admittance
                          circle on Vrl-plane is shown in fig. 6, The

                          required apparent admittance of the
                          xeceiving,end is lgl == e,iE, g ,where

                          qi is the center of the admittanee circle.

                              (6) Min.transmissionlosspoint,max.
                                  transmission eMcieney point and
                                  max. transmission efiiciency line.
  Fig. 6. Apparent admittance Ecacie,ncy cirele and loss cirele.
        ,or impedance circles.
                              The min. transmission loss point, q

is the nearest point o£ the fundamenta! cirele, q to the vertical axis.
The rnax. transmission eMcieney points, B,, whieh are gotten from

the efficiency circle diagram, have co-ordinates B, = ± Va2-R:,+jB,
where a+3'B=Cb. [l]hese relations in Yevl-plane are shown as fig. 7.
These two point･s are in most eases near to the origin of the eo-
ordinate plane. For the practical purpose, the max. eflicieney line i.e.

the horizontal ]ine through the center of the fundamenta! eircle q is

taken as a best condition for a desired transmission power.
   The loss circles are the circles with their center at the above min.

Ioss point, q on which the transmission losses are eonstant.

   The transmission effieiency cireles to give a constant transmission

efficiency have their eenters at the above max. transmission effieiency

line and intersect at right angles with the circle with diameter
2B,==2V a2-Rh, passing through the above max. eMciency points.
The transmission efficiency is given by the ratio of the radius R. of

the fundamental circle and the abscissa o£ the center of the eMeiency
circle, C. CI,, in fig. 7 can be taken as the efficiency scale.

j' Q,Cil

N,-Pl
x

xx'
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    (7) Radical axis of two eircles.

   If the sending or the receiving power is designated to operate on a

locus of a circle, various electrical quantities are expressed graphical]y

by the so-called radieal axis of two circles or the straight line through

the intersecting points of the above operating circle and the circle

which expresses an electrical quantity, For example, in a constant
voltage power transmission system, a sending power operates on a
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sending power circle diagram. The radical axis of this power circle

diagram with the fundamental eircles R, & R, are OP2 and OQ2 as
shown in fig. 8. This is just the inverted figure of the well known
receiving end power circle diagram in va3-plane. In the same way,
one obtains out put line, eMciency line, loss line or resistanee line

which is called slip ]ine in Heyland circle diagram.

    They are well known in the cases o£ eleetric maehiney. How-
ever, this method may also be applied to a transmission line.

    (8) Power eirele diagrams for frequency swing.

    Under the frequency swing condition of two Synchronous machines

at the two ends of a transmission line, a large power ang]e between
n and .E,, is Tequired, resulting in the occurrence of abnormal small

voltage points at the middle points of the transmission line. This
phenomenon may be easily explained by using power circle diagram
as shown in fig. 9. The working point to show a sending power must
be always on the circle of which the center and the radius are at
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 IZ E]? and 'Ei2}za , taking -sc] voltage of the receiving-e'nd, while at

an intermediate point, i, on the transmission line, taking its voltage

Et as the standard, the same sending power must be shown on a power
circle of whieh the eenter is at --D--1 E; and the radius MilE`. Asthe

                               B,                                                     B,
value rZ)' may be about twice that of D, the intermediate voltage
       B,                                      B

uZl} must be very small as shown in fig. 9, when the power angle ¢i2
beeomes large or the frequency swings. The various electrical quanti-

ties can be easily known by the general rules of circle diagram.

    (9) Difference value cirele diagrams for various difference quanti--

         ties between the sending and the receiving-ends.

    The differenee between various quantities, which are expressed
by circle loci at the sending or the receiving-end, and their coyre-

sponding values at the opposite and are in general expressed a}so by
eireles, for example as line loss, wattless power differenee, power factor

differenee, conductance difference, ete. But, complex quantities are

not included. The above relations are easily proveded £rom the faet
that the 2nd order equations of circles do not cha,nge the coeMeiencts

o£ 2nd order variables by introducing the above difference value in
them. These cirele diagrams are available to study the line loss or
the pilot wire system relay proteetion.

II. Admittance co-ordinate plane, K with its own voltage is dependent and the other

   terminal voltage is kept constant.

    In the most eases, the sending power-end has a eonstant voltage

generator and the receiving power-end has no device to adjust its
voltage.

    In this ease, the admittance co-ordinate may be avilable, This

expression is convenient £or the study of re]ays. Let us eonsider that
reeeiving voltage is relaible to the sending voltage. The first group

of circles, whieh do not inelgde the receiving voltage is quite the
same as explained in the preceeding section, as power factor, trans-

mission eMcieney conduetanee and susceptance etc. It is to be re-
membered that the conductance circle to show the conductance at
sending-end is same as that of watt power cirle, because by multiplying

the constant sending voltage the same figure is gotten.
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  Fig. 10. Watt power and wattless
         power on receiving admit-
         tance co-ordinate plane,
         when only the sending and
         voltage is kept constant.

having their centers on C,2CZS

with the diameter CL, CaS circ

whieh the

    (2) Sendig or receiving

    These are the power circle
tance unit as shown in fig. 11.

       gt+o'b,=--4L+1 R]i
                 BB                          za

               D 1 za       gi+o'bi== + -
                    B -Zll               B

are the receiving and sendiRg

   (3)

    On
  .pomt, p,

                   line

                  le

receiving wattless power, Q

                 voltae

                   diagrams

    (1) Watt and wattless power.

    The second group of circles has

 the term of dependent voltage at
 receiving end as the watt power and

 wattless power at receiving end.
 Fig, 10 shows the eirc]e diagrams of

 watt power, P2, wattless power, Qu

 and the receiving voltage on the
receiving end admittance play, IY5.

 CL, is the driving admittance point,

 -A.. q,andqSaretheimagepoints
   B
 with respect to the co-ordinate axis.

    Then, the circles, having their
centers on q! (]Ch line and intersect-

 ing at a right angle with the dia-

meter ()L2(Z5 eircle are the watt
 power circles, from which the receiv-

 ing power, P2 is obtained by P,=
     E/7       L. ,Similarly,thecircles,
 2l B12 × q, q

   and intersecting at right angles

are the wattless power circles, from

   2isobtainedbyQ,.= E/7 .
                     2lBl2× C)[,,                              q
   and their phase angles.

        g2 I(2) expressed in admit-

Ee'pt)!

E-O'¢12

..................･･..･･ (10)

                    eircle equations.

 Frequency swing cireles on admittanee plane at a certain point

 of a tr. ansmission line, conneeting two Synchronous maehines.

the admittanee plane, y.==g.+,cib., at a eertain intermediate

 of a transmission line conneeting two synehronous machines
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at its ends, the power cirele between the terminal 1 and p in fig, 12 is

              A,                   1 M,
       Yp =-              B,                   B, -Z%

From the voltages between the intermediate point and the power-
receiving end, -rc,,=D,-iZl,-pB,)y.lt, one gets 4= "D,,III']By.･ By introd

ducing this val'ue in the above equation,

            --A,+.b,, Yi

                    Z4i -Ai+D,,nej¢ig       :"'Y"=Bi+B,,i:ll. =- -Bi+-zl,,nEj-"i2 ･･-･･･--･･････････(11)

whe'ne n is voltage ratio tinf and ¢. is the power angle. The loeus,

expressed by the above equation is that of the frequency swing circles

as shown in fig. 12, if the frequeney swings of ¢m changes. They in-
tersect as rights angles to each other with the locus, when the terminal
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voltage ratio, n changes. They have short cireuit pornts -:i4; and

DL] as their poles. These curves are useful for the out o£ step relay.
B,

111. Impedance co.ordinate plane.

   The impedance eo-ordinate plane is more often used for the study

of relays. Inversions of the above deseribed circles on admittance
planes are the required circles on the impedance plane.

   For example, inversions of the coneentric receiving power circles

in fig. 11, of which the axes are g!, j'b2, the eenter is at - A and the

                                                    B
          1 eqradius is B - I; ,are excentrie eircles as shown in fig. 13 and by

the following equation,

                     B                               -･--･-･--･･-･--･-･-･-･-･-･-+- (12)       R+jx =:
               -A+ -Eri ejpt,,
                      -E.)

    The cirele A EJ =1 in fig. 11 ehanges into a straight line, one

              B                 E,
gets a group of circles intersecting at right angles with their poles,
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                                                ,
                                Bthe short circuit impedance point                                A and the co-ordinate origin, if

lf t-T Or ¢i2 varies yespectively.

   The circle diagrams on the impedance plane are, in general, com-
p]icated for eonstant voltage system.




